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Some background regarding this History ---

This History of Downey is from the archives of the Downey Historical Society. It was
originally written by Easter Bangle L. Morrison in 1939.  It's first-known manifestation(1) 
was typed on a pica typewriter in double-spaced format  --- possibly by Mrs. Morrison
herself or someone else.  Another edition was partially edited and RE-typed on a pica
typewriter in single-spaced format (2), presumably by another person at a (later) date
unknown.

That one-sided original(2) of the single-spaced effort was copied onto 8.5x11
cardstock(3) by John Vincent of the Society in August 1987 who also had several back-
to-back copies(4) made and then bound into hard cover books.

Later Donna Honneycutt of the Society took the cardstock(3) and made a 20-lb bond
copy(5) for a 3-ring binder. 

In January 2010 Hugh T. Hoskins of the Society had the bond edition(5) scanned by a
local Downey service (The Copy Place, a.k.a. TCP-Graphics) into a  -.PDF document(6)
to which this page and the Front cover have been prefixed.
There were a few minor typed and hand-written corrections/changes made along the
line of the copying activity.

The Table of Contents of the double-spaced edition(1) was essentially directly re-typed
into the single-spaced edition(2), effectively nullifying the page numbers. Some editions
have had the page numbers marked-up/changed/corrected by hand – some more-so
than others.
The -.PDF document(6) has had the vast majority of the basic T.O.C. page numbers
carefully corrected; a few of the original T.O.C. entries were not found and were
marked "n/f".
The T.O.C. also contained references to additional "see page" numbers where more
information might be found on a subject item; these were much less diligently corrected
and mostly remain marked "??".
The T.O.C.s of both the originally scanned marked-up edition(5), and the corrected one
are included in the -.PDF document(6), and possibly other editions. 

Editions (1), (3), and a few of (4) are in the Society's library. Edition (2)  seems to have
been filed for "safekeeping" in a place unknown. This document(6) will be on the
Society's office computers and from time-to-time produced on computer-readable
media. 
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The entire volume is available by contacting the 
Downey Historical Society 

P.O.Box 554 
Downey, Ca  90241 
Ph- 562/862-2777 


